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Abstract In the present study, performance improvements
of the particle search and particle interaction calculation
steps constituting the performance bottleneck in the mov-
ing particle simulation method are achieved by developing
GPU-compatible algorithms for many core processor archi-
tectures. In the improvements of particle search, bucket loops
of the cell-linked list are changed to a loop structure hav-
ing fewer local variables and the linked list and the forward
star of particle search algorithms within a bucket are com-
pared. In the particle interaction calculation, the problem of
the ratio of particles within the interaction domain to the
neighboring particle candidates being quite low is improved.
By these improvements, a performance efficiency of 24.7 %
can be achieved for the first-order polynomial approximation
scheme using NVIDIA Tesla K20, CUDA-6.5, and double-
precision floating-point operations.

Keywords MPS method · CUDA · Gradient · Laplacian ·
Differential operators

1 Introduction

The moving particle simulation (MPS) method [1,2] is a
popular particle method along with the smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) method [3,4]. The particle method
regards a continuumas a set of particles, discretizes the physi-
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cal laws governed by differential equations using interactions
between the particles, and calculates the states and motions
of the particles. Since the particles, as the calculation points,
move at discrete time steps, the particle method is superior to
grid methods in terms of solving dynamic physical phenom-
ena such as free surfaces and large deformations. However,
in general, fluid analysis by the particle method, only parti-
cle data within the interaction domain are referred to and the
reference relationship can change at each step. This property
of the particle methodmakes it difficult to achieve a high per-
formance efficiency in recent, advanced parallel computers.

On distributed parallel computer, realistic large-scale
analysis using several hundred million particles has been
already realized [5–8]. On the other hand, research on parti-
cle simulation using GPUs is becoming more frequent as the
performance of GPUs increases. Initially, parallel computing
algorithms used graphic API [9,10]. Today, by programing
environments such as CUDA that have been developed by
hardware vendors, research on GPUs has more common.

Algorithms and optimization methods described in
NVIDIA Documentation [11] of the target problems utilized
in the present paper are commonly used in recent studies of
particle methods. Particle simulations using GPUs include
studies on the n-body problem [12,13], molecular dynamics
[14–16], cloth and fluid simulation [17], rigid body simula-
tion [18], powder simulation by the discrete element method
[19–21], and computational fluid dynamics by the MPS and
the SPH methods [22–29], involving various fields. In the
field of the computational fluid dynamics by the MPS and
the SPH methods, although relative evaluations in terms of
parallel scalability are frequently performed, absolute evalu-
ations (quantitative evaluation) of performance efficiency are
also required. One objective of the present study is to develop
algorithms with a high performance efficiency in which high
GPU utilization is achieved.
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In the MPS method, the particle interaction within the
interaction domain is calculated. When particles within the
interaction domain are searched, the distance between par-
ticles is calculated and the distance is compared with the
radius of the interaction domain. If a particle is compared
with all other particles, then the calculation becomes very
large, because (the number of particles) × (the number of
particles) comparisons are required. However, in the MPS
method, since only particles within the interaction domain
are calculated, if a narrowing-down processing to search par-
ticles is performed in advance, then the comparisons between
all particles are not required. In the present study, cell-linked
lists [11,21,30–37] of a high-speed algorithm to search all
particle pairs within the interaction domain in molecular
dynamics simulations are adopted.

In the cell-linked lists, the bounding box of the entire
analysis domain is filled with uniform buckets of cubes,
and all particles are assigned to corresponding buckets such
that each bucket has a sequence of particle data assigned
to it as linked list. In the present study, only the particle
interaction calculation is described. Ideally, all aspects of
the calculation process including the generation of the cell-
linked lists should be estimated, as performed inmany related
studies [16,21,35,38,39]. However, since the generation of
the cell-linked lists is essentially a sort, studies of the radix
sort [35–37] for GPUs have already been performed. Addi-
tionally, in the MPS method, since the generation of the
cell-linked lists is performed once per time step and at least
four particle interaction calculations are performed in each
time step, the generation of the cell-linked lists is small in
comparison to the particle interaction calculations in the case
of the MPS method [5]. Therefore, in the present paper,
only the particle interaction calculations, which constitute
the majority of the overall calculation, are discussed.

In Sect. 2, the particle interaction models of the MPS
method are presented. In Sect. 3, performance improvements
are described. In Sect. 3.1, particle search algorithms such
as the cell-linked lists, the linked list and the forward star
are described. In Sect. 3.2 and 3.3, improvements for steps
(sub-methods) of the MPS method having low performance
efficiency are presented. In Sect. 3.4, the obtained perfor-
mance efficiencies for the proposed improved methods are
presented.

2 MPS method

2.1 MPS method

The MPS method developed by Koshizuka and Oka [1,2] is
a numerical calculation method which regards a continuum
as a set of particles, discretizes the physical laws governed
by differential equations using interactions between parti-

cles, and calculates the states and motions of the particles
by Lagrangian particle tracking. The governing equations
are the equation of state and Navier–Stokes equations for an
incompressible flow, which are expressed as

Dρ

Dt
= 0, (1)

Du
Dt

= − 1

ρ
∇P + ν∇2u + F, (2)

where ρ, t,u, P, ν, andF are density, time, flow velocity
vector, pressure, kinematic viscosity, and external force,
respectively.

In the MPS method, the governing Eqs. (1) and (2)
are discretized by replacing the differential operators with
approximating discrete operators based on a particle interac-
tion model. The gradient model is defined as

〈∇φ〉i = d

n0
∑

j �=i

[
w(||ri j ||) ri j

||ri j ||
φi j

||ri j ||
]
, (3)

and the Laplacian model is defined as

〈∇2φ〉i = 2d

λ0n0
∑

j �=i

[
w(||ri j ||)φi j

]
, (4)

where d, ri , φi , w(||ri j ||) are the number of space dimen-
sions, position of particle “i ,” scalar value of particle “i ,” and
weight function, respectively, ri j = r j−ri andφi j = φ j−φi .
The radius of the interaction domain re is defined as

re = c0 × l0, (5)

where l0 and c0 are an initial spacing between particles and
a coefficient of the radius of the interaction domain, respec-
tively. Either 2.1 or 3.1 is usually adopted as the value of
c0. The term n0, which is a normalization parameter of the
gradient model (3), is defined as

n0 =
∑

j �=i

w(||ri j ||). (6)

λ0, which is a normalization parameter of the Laplacian
model (4), is defined as

λ0 =
∑

j �=i w(||ri j ||)||ri j ||2∑
j �=i w(||ri j ||) . (7)

2.2 Higher order spatial derivative scheme

The particles interaction models (3) and (4) of the MPS
method assume that particles within the interaction domain
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are regularly located in a grid. However, since this assump-
tion is not satisfied for a random distribution of particles
including boundaries, the computational accuracy is low,
as pointed out by Tamai and Koshizuka [40]. A higher
order spatial derivative schemes such as the moving least
squares particle hydrodynamics method (MLSPH) [41] and
the reproducing kernel particle methods (RKPM) [42] have
been proposed to avoid this assumption. In the present study,
the higher order spatial derivative scheme of the least squares
moving particle semi-implicit (LSMPS)method based on the
Taylor expansion proposed by Tamai and Koshizuka [40] is
adopted. By omitting coefficient of the Taylor expansion, the
higher order spatial derivative scheme of LSMPS [15] can
be simplified to

Mi =
∑

j �=i

[
w(||ri j ||)p(r∗

i j ) ⊗ p(r∗
i j )

]
, (8)

bi =
∑

j �=i

[
w(||ri j ||)φi jp(r∗

i j )

]
, (9)

xi = M−1
i bi , (10)

where p(r∗
i j ) is a single-term vector generated by r∗

i j , r
∗
i j =

ri j/rs , and rs is scaling parameter. Calculation methods
adopting higher order spatial derivative schemes such as
MLSPH [41] and RKPM [42] include equations of the form
given in Eqs. (8), (9), and (10).

Calculation targets in the present study are three models:
the gradient model (3), the Laplacian model (4), and the first-
order polynomial approximation scheme of the higher order
spatial derivative scheme defined by Eq. (10).

3 Performance improvements

3.1 Particle search algorithms

3.1.1 Cell-linked lists

In this subsection, the cell-linked lists of a high-speed algo-
rithm to search particles are described [11,21,30–34]. First,
after a bounding box of the whole analysis domain is defined,
the bounding box is filled with uniform buckets of cubes as
shown in Fig. 1a. In the present study, the analysis domain is
extended from the boundaries by one bucket width in order to
remove the exception handlings which occur in the buckets at
the boundary. It means that particles do not exist on extended
buckets. If the bucket width is larger than the radius of the
interaction domain, thenwhenparticleswithin the interaction
domain are searched, only particles belonging to the 3×3×3
buckets centered on the bucket to which the target particle
belongs need be searched. The bucket width is defined as

lb = cb × re (cb ≥ 1.0), (11)

where cb is a coefficient of bucket width determined by par-
ticle movement. Figure 1 shows the relationship between
particles and buckets in the case of c0 = 2.0, cb = 1.0.

As shown in Fig. 1b, a bucket number is defined as

ib = ix + nBx × (iy + nBy × iz), (12)

where nBx,nBy are the number of buckets in the x, y axial
directions, and ix,iy,iz are the bucket coordinates of
x, y, z axial directions. The bucket coordinates ix,iy,iz
are calculated as

ix = 	(rax − MIN_X) ∗ DBinv
,
iy = 	(ray − MIN_Y) ∗ DBinv
,
iz = 	(raz − MIN_Z) ∗ DBinv
, (13)

where rax , ray , r
a
z are the x, y, z coordinates of a parti-

cle “a,” DBinv is the inverse of the bucket width, and
MIN_X,MIN_Y,MIN_Z are the origin coordinates of the
analysis domain.

To search the neighboring particles of the particle “a” in
Fig. 1c, ix,iy,iz are calculated using Eq. (13). Next, the
27 neighboring buckets in Fig. 1c are obtained by Eq. (12)
as shown in Program 1. If all the particles belonging to the
27 neighboring buckets are found, particles within the inter-
action domain can be obtained by comparison with distance
from the particle “a” as shown in Fig. 1d. The method to
search particles belonging to a bucket will be described in
Sects. 3.1.4 and 3.1.5.

Program 1 Calculation method of 27 neighboring buckets

1 for (jz = iz -1; jz <= iz+1; jz++){
2 for (jy = iy -1; jy <= iy+1; jy++){
3 for (jx = ix -1; jx <= ix+1; jx++){
4 jb=jx + nBx * (jy + nBy * jz);
5 }}}

3.1.2 Simplification of neighboring buckets calculation

In this subsection, amethod to simplify the neighboringbuck-
ets calculation of Program 1 is described. First, a neighboring
bucket number offset array bucket_offsets[27] is
prepared in advance as shown in Program 2. bucket_
offsets[27] generated from only nBx,nBy stores the
differences between a bucket number “ib” and the 27 neigh-
boring buckets. In the case of CUDA, ifbucket_offsets
[27] is stored on the constantmemory as lines 11, 12 of Pro-
gram 2, then high-speed access can be performed by using
the read-only cache.
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Fig. 1 Relations of particles and buckets. aAssigning particles to buckets. bBucket numbers. c Particle “a” and buckets within interaction domain.
d Particle “a” and particles within interaction domain

Program 2 How to generate a neighboring bucket number offset
array

1 __constant__ int d_bucket_offsets [27];
2 int h_bucket_offsets [27];
3

4 k=0;
5 for (jz = -1; jz <= 1; jz++){
6 for (jy = -1; jy <= 1; jy++){
7 for (jx = -1; jx <= 1; jx++){
8 h_bucket_offsets[k++]
9 =jx + nBx * (jy + nBy * jz);
10 }}}
11 cudaMemcpyToSymbol (d_bucket_offsets ,
12 h_bucket_offsets , sizeof (int) * 27);

If bucket_offsets[27] is used, Program 1 can be
changed to Program 3. If they are compiled under version
6.5 of the CUDA environment, three registers per thread are
consumed for a for-loop on lines 1, 2, 3 of Program 1 and
two registers per thread are consumed for a for-loop on line

Program 3 How to use a neighboring bucket number offset array

1 for (io = 0; io < 27; io++) {
2 jb = ib + bucket_offsets[io];
3 }

1 of Program 3. Therefore, if the three for-loops of Program
1 can be fused to the for-loop of Program 3, then the number
of registers per thread can be reduced from nine to two. Next,
since nBx,nBy on line 4 of Program 1 disappears and ib
on line 2 of Program 3 appears, one register per thread can
be removed. In all, eight registers per thread can be removed.
Additionally, integer operations on line 4 of Program 1 dis-
appear.

In the case of a Kepler architecture, the number of regis-
ters per threadmust be less than 32, for theoretical occupancy
achieves 100 %. It is important to reduce the number of
registers per thread by simplifying the neighboring buck-
ets calculation, because this improves multiprocessor (SMX)
utilization.
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Fig. 2 How to access neighboring buckets. a Access in units of one
bucket. b Access in units of three buckets

3.1.3 Method to access neighboring buckets in units of three

The method to access neighboring buckets in units of three
[29] is adopted in this research. Figure 2a shows how to
access neighboring buckets in units of one or three buck-
ets. As shown, bucket_offsets[27] of Program 3 can
be accessed for all 27 neighboring buckets. If the forward
star structure described in Sect. 3.1.5 is used, since particle
data are continuously arranged in the x bucket coordinate
direction, bucket_offsets[27] of Program 4 can be
accessed in units of three buckets as shown in Fig. 2b. There-
fore, since access in units of one bucket can be improved to
access in units of three buckets, the efficiency of particle data
transfer can be increased. However, this method cannot be
used for the linked list structure described in Sect. 3.1.4.

Program 4 Method to access neighboring buckets in units of three

1 for (io = 0; io < 27; io+=3) {
2 jb = ib + bucket_offsets[io];
3 }

3.1.4 Search of particles by a linked list

When cell-linked lists are used, all particles must be assigned
to corresponding buckets. Conversely, each bucketmust have
a sequence of particle data assigned to it in someway. Specif-
ically, a sequence of particle numbers in a linked list and the
particle data themselves in the forward star are assigned to
each bucket. The linked list [19] in this subsection and the
forward star [11,21,43–52] in next subsection are described.

For example, if six particles are assigned into four buck-
ets using a standard one-way linked list as shown in Fig. 3a,
then the two arrays FirstIdxInBucket[4]={0, 4,
-1, 1} and NextIdx[6]={2, 3, -1, 5, -1,
-1} must be prepared. In the array FirstIdxInBucket
[], the first particle number in each bucket is written. If the
component of FirstIdxInBucket[] is “−1,” then the
bucket is empty. In the array NextIdx[], the particle num-

0
bucket[0] bucket[1]

bucket[2] bucket[3]

2
4

1
5

3

(a)

0

1
2

3
5

4

bucket[0] bucket[1]

bucket[2] bucket[3]

(b)

Fig. 3 Particle data access pattern by linked list and forward star. a
Linked list. b Forward star

ber linked to a next particle is written. If the component of
NextIdx[] is “−1,” then no more particles exist in the
bucket. In the linked list, read in memories become “indirect
access” in order to be accessed through NextIdx[].

Program 5 is a program to search particles assigned to
a bucket by the linked list. jb is a bucket number. jp is
a particle number. On line 1, the first particle number jp
assigned to a bucket jb is called. On line 2, if jp=-1, since
the bucket is empty, continue skips the procedures in the
for-loop. On line 5, jp is updated to a next particle number.
If jp has become “−1,” since no more particles exist in the
bucket, break escapes the for-loop of the bucket.

Program 5 Search of particles assigned to bucket “jb” by linked
list

1 jp = FirstPaticleInBucket[jb];
2 if(jp == -1) continue;
3 for (;;){
4 Calculation of a particle ‘‘jp.’’
5 jp = NextPaticleInBucket[jp];
6 if(jp==-1) break;
7 }

3.1.5 Search of particles by forward star

In the forward star [11,21], as shown in Fig. 3b, particle
data can be rearranged or sorted by buckets after par-
ticle numbers are assigned to each bucket. The particle
data need not be sorted within each bucket. If the bound-
aries of particle numbers between buckets are prepared,
the particle numbers need not be assigned to each bucket.
In the present study, a radix sort [35–37] which regards
bucket numbers as keys is performed in order to sort par-
ticle data. For example, as shown in Fig. 3b, if particle
data are rearranged by buckets, the boundaries of particle
numbers between buckets can be prepared as an array of
NumParticleInBucket ={0, 2, 3, 3, 6}.

Program 6 is a program to search particles assigned
to a bucket by the forward star. The particle data in the
bucket jb exist from CountParticleInBucket[jb]
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toCountParticleInBucket[jb+1]-1. The read pat-
tern of particle data in Program 6 is the same as the read
pattern of column indices in compressed row storage (CRS).
In the forward star, read in memories become “direct access”
in order to directly access particle data.

Program 6 Search of particles assigned to bucket “jb” by forward
star

1 for(jp=CountParticleInBucket [jb];
2 jp<CountParticleInBucket [jb +1];
3 jp++)
4 {
5 Calculation of a particle ‘‘jp.’’
6 }

3.2 Bucket width

In the MPS method, the largest cause of a low performance
efficiency lies in a quite low ratio of particles within the
spherical interaction domain to neighboring particle candi-
dates. Themean number of neighboring particle candidates is
(3lb)3, the volume of a cube 3lb on a side. The mean number
of particles within a spherical interaction domain is 4

3πr
3
e ,

and the volume of a sphere of radius re. Therefore, the ratio
of particles within the spherical interaction domain to neigh-
boring particle candidates becomes, by Eq. (5),

4
3πre

3

(3lb)3
=

4
3π

(3cb)3
. (14)

For example, when cb = 1.0, Eq. (14) gives 0.155. If dis-
cretized, Eq. (14) tends to give a larger value.

As shown in Fig. 4, if the bucket width becomes smaller,
the number of neighboring particle candidates becomes gen-
erally fewer. Although bucket width lb as defined in Eq. (11)
is used in standard cell-linked lists,

lb = cbre/ndiv (15)

is adopted in the present study, where ndiv is the number
of divisions for a bucket. Dividing the buckets causes the
number of neighboring buckets to become (1+ 2ndiv)3 from
27. Figure 4a shows an example with ndiv = 1, whereas
Fig. 4b shows an example with ndiv = 3. Dotted circles in
Fig. 4b indicate particles which were removed from being
neighboring particle candidates.

One merit of this method is that, as ndiv increases, the
ratio of particles within the interaction domain to neighbor-
ing particle candidates increases by decreasing the number
of neighboring particle candidates. On the other hand, one
demerit of this method is that, since the number of buck-
ets increases by a factor of (ndiv)3, the amount of memory
required by the arrays, which depends on the number of

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Example of changes in neighboring particle candidates for
changes in bucket width. a ndiv = 1. b ndiv = 3

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Example of changes in the particles within the interaction
domain for a change in the interaction domain shape. a Spherical inter-
action domain. b Cubic interaction domain

buckets, increases. In Sect. 3.4.4, the computation time and
performance efficiency are shown for different bucketwidths.

The values of the spatial derivative models (3), (4), and
(10) remain unchanged by introducing the modifications of
the bucket width described in this subsection.

3.3 Interaction domain shape

In this section, as shown in Fig. 5, a method giving a higher
ratio of particleswithin the interaction domain to neighboring
particle candidates by changing the interaction domain shape
from spherical to cubic is presented. Inmost implementations
of the MPS method, a spherical interaction domain as shown
in Fig. 5a is used. Another cause of a low ratio of particles
within the interaction domain to neighboring particle candi-
dates is the use of a spherical interaction domain in spite of
the buckets being cubes.

In the present study,

( ||ri j ||
re

− 1

)2

(16)
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is adopted as a weight function for a spherical interaction
domain, and

( |xi j |
re

− 1

)2

×
( |yi j |

re
− 1

)2

×
( |zi j |

re
− 1

)2

(17)

is adopted as a tensor product weight function for a cubic
interaction domain. xi , yi , zi are the x, y, z coordinates of a
particle “i ,” xi j = x j − xi , yi j = y j − yi , zi j = z j − zi , and

||ri j || =
√
x2i j + y2i j + z2i j . The second-order spike functions

given in Eqs. (16) and (17) are adopted as weight functions
in the present study because the weight function (17) does
not require the calculation of square roots or divisions, which
have high operation costs.

There are two merits for changing the shape of the inter-
action domain. The first merit is that, since the number of
particles within the interaction domain increases, the calcu-
lation of the spatial derivative models becomes more stable.
Alternatively, the size of the cubic interaction domain can
be made small so as to enclose the same number of parti-
cles as the spherical interaction domain. The second merit is
that the calculation time can be reduced, because the weight
function (17) does not require square root evaluations which
have large operation costs. On the other hand, one demerit is
that if the size of the interaction domain is not changed, then
the calculation time will increase because of increasing the
number of particles within the interaction domain. In Sect.
3.4.4, the computation time and performance efficiency are
shown for different interaction domain shapes.

By introducing themodifications of the interactiondomain
shape described in this subsection, although the values of the
spatial derivative models (3), (4), and (10) are altered a little,
their accuracy (approximation orders) remain unchanged.

3.4 Performances measurement

3.4.1 Measurement models and parameter setting

In this subsection, measurement models and parameter
settings to measure the performance under three spatial
derivative models are described. The particle model being
measured is a 226,981-particle model having 61 × 61 × 61
equally spaced particles. The particle data are sorted by the
radix sort where the sort key is a bucket number [35–37].
For a coefficient of radius of interaction domain of c0 = 3.1
and a coefficient of bucket width of cb = 1.1, the number of
buckets is 13,824 (= 24 × 24 × 24). The measured models
are the gradient model (3), the Laplacian model (4), and the

first-order polynomial approximation scheme of

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

∂φ

∂x
rs

∂φ

∂y
rs

∂φ

∂z
rs

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

⎡

⎢⎣
∑

j �=i

w
(||ri j ||

)
⎛

⎜⎝

x∗
i j

y∗
i j

z∗i j

⎞

⎟⎠ ⊗
⎛

⎜⎝

x∗
i j

y∗
i j

z∗i j

⎞

⎟⎠

⎤

⎥⎦

−1

×
⎡

⎢⎣w
(||ri j ||

)
φi j

⎛

⎜⎝

x∗
i j

y∗
i j

z∗i j

⎞

⎟⎠

⎤

⎥⎦, (18)

where x∗
i j = xi j/rs, y∗

i j = yi j/rs, z∗i j = zi j/rs .

3.4.2 GPU-related settings

In this research, NVIDIA Tesla K20, CUDA-6.5, and
NVIDIA Visual Profiler are used. In K20, the peak double-
precision floating-point performance is 1.17 Tflops, the
maximumnumber of residentwarps permultiprocessor is 64,
the maximum number of resident blocks per multiprocessor
is 16, and the number of 32-bit registers per multiproces-
sor is 65,536. The Kepler architecture is used, which has
an SMX multiprocessor. In this measurement, the number
of threads per block (THREADS) is 128 and the number of
blocks (BLOCKS) is

BLOCKS

= (TOTAL_THREADS + THREADS − 1)/THREADS,

(19)

where TOTAL_THREADS is the total number of threads.
Constant memory is used for the neighboring bucket num-

ber offset array and the material property array, and texture
cache is used for read-only data.

3.4.3 Performance efficiency of linked list and forward star

AlthoughMurotani et al. [5] confirmed that performance effi-
ciency of forward star is higher than one of linked list in the
case of CPU, performance efficiency in the case of GPU is
compared in this subsection. Program 7 and Program 8 are
simplified CUDA programs for searching neighboring par-
ticles by the linked list and the forward star, respectively.
The method used for the linked list in Program 5 appears
in lines 19, 20, 21, 34, 35 of Program 7. The method used
for the forward star in Program 6 appears in lines 19, 20,
21 of Program 8. In Program 7 and Program 8, the Lapla-
cian model (4) is calculated. The gradient model (3) and the
first-order polynomial approximation scheme (18) canbe cal-
culated by changing programs after line 27 in Program 8 to
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Program 7 Programing to search neighboring particles by linked
list

1 ip=blockIdx.x*blockDim.x+threadIdx.x;
2 if (ip < NumberOfParticles
3 && ParticleType[ip] != GHOST ){
4

5 pos_ix = Position_x[ip];
6 pos_iy = Position_y[ip];
7 pos_iz = Position_z[ip];
8 phi_i = Phi[ip];
9

10 ix = (int)(( pos_ix - MIN_X )* DBinv );
11 iy = (int)(( pos_iy - MIN_Y )* DBinv );
12 iz = (int)(( pos_iz - MIN_Z )* DBinv );
13

14 lap =0.0;
15 ib = ix + nBx *(iy + nBy * iz);
16

17 for ( io = 0; io < 27; io++) {
18 jb = ib + bucket_offsets[io];
19 jp = FirstPaticleInBucket[jb];
20 if(jp == -1) continue;
21 for (;;){
22 v0 = Position_x[jp] - pos_ix;
23 v1 = Position_y[jp] - pos_iy;
24 v2 = Position_z[jp] - pos_iz;
25 dist2 = v0*v0+v1*v1+v2*v2;
26

27 if(dist2 < r2
28 && ParticleType[jp] != GHOST ){
29 dist = sqrt(dist2 );
30 w = Weight(dist , r_inv );
31 w *= (Phi[jp] - phi_i );
32 lap += w;
33 }
34 jp = NextPaticleInBucket[jp];
35 if(jp==-1) break;
36 }
37 }
38

39 Laplacian[ip] = lap *6.0* lambda_inv;
40 }

Program 9 and Program 10, respectively. Position_x[],
Position_y[], Position_z[], andPhi[] are arrays
of the x, y, z coordinates of particles and a scalar value,
respectively. Weight() comprises weight functions (16)
and (17). r_inv, rs_inv, n0_inv, lambda_inv are
inverses of re, rs, n0, λ0.

Figure 6 shows performance comparisons between the
linked list and the forward star. Since the number of local
variables of the linked list is less than that of the forward
star, the number of registers per thread of the linked link is
less than that of the forward star, as shown in Fig. 6a. There-
fore, the achieved occupancy of the linked list is greater than
that of the forward star, as shown in Fig. 6b. Based on the
comparisons in Fig. 6a and b, the performance efficiency of
the linked list seems to be higher than that of the forward
star, because the utilization of multiprocessors by the linked
list is greater than that of the forward star. However, since the
bandwidth of global stores in L1/shared memory was 281.33
MB/s in the case of the linked list and 367.91 MB/s in the

Program 8 Programing to search neighboring particles by forward
star

1 ip=blockIdx.x*blockDim.x+threadIdx.x;
2 if (ip < NumberOfParticles
3 && ParticleType[ip] != GHOST ){
4

5 pos_ix = Position_x[ip];
6 pos_iy = Position_y[ip];
7 pos_iz = Position_z[ip];
8 phi_i = Phi[ip];
9

10 ix = (int )(( pos_ix - MIN_X)* DBinv);
11 iy = (int )(( pos_iy - MIN_Y)* DBinv);
12 iz = (int )(( pos_iz - MIN_Z)* DBinv);
13

14 lap =0.0;
15 ib = ix + nBx *(iy + nBy * iz);
16

17 for (io = 0; io < 27; io+=3) {
18 jb = ib + bucket_offsets[io];
19 for(jp=CountParticleInBucket [jb];
20 jp <CountParticleInBucket [jb +3];
21 jp++){
22 v0 = Position_x[jp] - pos_ix;
23 v1 = Position_y[jp] - pos_iy;
24 v2 = Position_z[jp] - pos_iz;
25 dist2 = v0*v0+v1*v1+v2*v2;
26

27 if(dist2 < r2
28 && ParticleType[jp] != GHOST){
29 dist = sqrt(dist2 );
30 w = Weight(dist , r_inv);
31 w *= (Phi[jp] - phi_i);
32 lap += w;
33 }
34 }
35 }
36

37 Laplacian[ip] = lap *6.0* lambda_inv;
38 }

Program 9 Gradient model

1 ........
2 if(dist2 < r2
3 && ParticleType[jp] != GHOST){
4 dist = sqrt(dist2);
5 w = Weight(dist , r_inv);
6 w = ((ip==jp)? (0): (w/dist2 ));
7 w *= (Phi[jp] - phi_i);
8 grad_x += w*v0;
9 grad_y += w*v1;

10 grad_z += w*v2;
11 }
12 }
13 }
14

15 Gradient_x[ip]= grad_x *3.0* n0_inv;
16 Gradient_y[ip]= grad_y *3.0* n0_inv;
17 Gradient_z[ip]= grad_z *3.0* n0_inv;
18 }

case of the forward star, the utilization efficiency of L1 cache
of the forward star is higher than that of the linked list. The
forward star can carry out high-speed access to particle data
because it allows direct access to consecutive addresses of
particle data. Therefore, the computation time and the per-
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Program 10 First-order polynomial approximation scheme

1 ........
2 if(dist2 < r2
3 && ParticleType[jp] != GHOST){
4 dist = sqrt(dist2);
5 w = Weight(dist , r_inv);
6 v0*= rs_inv; v1*= rs_inv;
7 v2*= rs_inv;
8 M0+=v0*v0*w; M1+=v0*v1*w;
9 M2+=v0*v2*w; M3+=v1*v1*w;
10 M4+=v1*v2*w; M5+=v2*v2*w;
11 w *= (Phi[jp] - phi_i);
12 b0 += v0*w;
13 b1 += v1*w;
14 b2 += v2*w;
15 }
16 }
17 }
18

19 detM = M0*M3*M5+M2*M1*M4+M1*M4*M2
20 -M0*M4*M4-M1*M1*M5 -M2*M3*M2;
21 detM_inv = 1.0/ detM;
22 iM0 = (M3*M5 -M4*M4)* detM_inv;
23 iM1 = (M2*M4 -M1*M5)* detM_inv;
24 iM2 = (M1*M4 -M2*M3)* detM_inv;
25 iM3 = (M0*M5 -M2*M2)* detM_inv;
26 iM4 = (M2*M1 -M0*M4)* detM_inv;
27 iM5 = (M0*M3 -M1*M1)* detM_inv;
28 Gradient_x[ip]=(b0*iM0+b1*iM1+b2*iM2)
29 *rs_inv;
30 Gradient_y[ip]=(b0*iM1+b1*iM3+b2*iM4)
31 *rs_inv;
32 Gradient_z[ip]=(b0*iM2+b1*iM4+b2*iM5)
33 *rs_inv;
34 }

formance efficiency of the forward star become generally
shorter and higher, respectively, than those of the linked list,
as shown in Fig. 6c and d.

3.4.4 Performance efficiency for different bucket widths and
interaction domain shapes

Table 1 shows the ratio of particles within a spherical
interaction domain to neighboring particle candidates. As
ndiv increases, the ratio of particles within the interaction
domain to neighboring particle candidates increases from the
decrease in the number of neighboring particle candidates.

Table 2 gives the ratio of particles within a cubic inter-
action domain with weight function (17) to neighboring
particle candidates. In Table 1, the number of particles within
the interaction domain is given as 26,382,775. In contrast,
in Table 2, the number of particles within the interaction
domain is increased to 71,473,375 by changing the interac-
tion domain shape from spherical to cubic. In the case of
ndiv = 3 shown in Table 2, the ratio is 93 %. Although the
ratio in the standard MPS method is 16 %, the ratio becomes
greatly increased by setting ndiv = 3 and changing to a cubic
interaction domain.

Figure 7 shows the computation time and the performance
efficiency under different bucket widths and interaction

domain shapes. First, considering ndiv = 1 versus ndiv = 3,
as shown in the figure, the computation time and the perfor-
mance efficiency for ndiv = 3 become shorter and higher,
respectively, than those for ndiv = 1 for both the spherical
and cubic shapes. Therefore, the superior performance effi-
ciency for a smaller bucket width makes ndiv = 3 preferred
to ndiv = 1.

Next, the improvement from changing the shape of the
interaction domain for a fixed ndiv is discussed. As shown
in Fig. 7a, the computation time of the spherical interac-
tion domain is shorter than that of the cubic interaction
domain under the same conditions. The reason for this
is that the number of operations increases as the num-
ber of particles within the interaction domain increases.
As shown in Fig. 7b, the performance efficiencies of the
gradient model and the first-order polynomial approxima-
tion scheme increase, whereas that of the Laplacian model
decreases for a change from the spherical to the cubic inter-
action domain. As described in Sect. 3.3, although weight
function (16) for the spherical interaction domain requires
square root calculations, weight function (17) for the cubic
case does not. In the Laplacian model where the number
of operations is already small, the performance efficiency
decreases by further decreasing the number of operations.
Since the gradient model and the first-order polynomial
approximation scheme initially have considerable numbers
of operations, the performance efficiency increases in spite of
the square root operation disappearing. Although the number
of particles within the interaction domain increases 2.7-fold
(=71,473,375 / 26,382,775) by changing the interaction
domain shape from spherical to cubic, the corresponding
increase in computation time is less than 2.7-fold.

Finally, the first-order polynomial approximation scheme
in the case of ndiv = 3 and a cubic interaction domain achiev-
ing a performance efficiency of 24.7 % is discussed. The
bandwidth of global stores in L1/shared memory in this cal-
culation was 605.53 MB/s and was improved 1.64-fold com-
pared to with ndiv = 1 and a spherical interaction domain.
Table 3 lists the numbers of double-precision floating-
point operations for the first-order polynomial approximation
scheme for the case of ndiv = 3 and a spherical interac-
tion domain. From this table, 52 % (= 861,766,158×2 /
3,318,859,727) of double-precision floating-point operations
are performed by FMA. Since the achieved occupancy of this
calculation is 47.6 %, utilization of about half of the maxi-
mum multiprocessor performance (0.52 = 24.7 % / 47.6 %)
is achieved.

4 Conclusions

In the present study, performance improvements for the gra-
dient model (3), the Laplacian model (4), and the first-order
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Fig. 6 Performance
comparisons between linked list
and forward star. a Registers per
thread. b Achieved occupancy
(%). c Computation time (ms). d
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Table 1 Ratio of particleswithin spherical interaction domain to neigh-
boring particle candidates versus bucket width

ndiv 1 2 3

Number of neighboring
particle candidates

160,103,007 99,252,847 76,765,625

Number of particles within
interaction domain

26,382,775 26,382,775 26,382,775

Ratio (%) 16 26 34

Table 2 Ratio of particles within cubic interaction domain to neigh-
boring particle candidates versus bucket width

ndiv 1 2 3

Number of neighboring
particle candidates

160,103,007 99,252,847 76,765,625

Number of particles within
interaction domain

71,473,375 71,473,375 71,473,375

Ratio (%) 44 72 93

polynomial approximation scheme (18) are achieved. The
three spatial derivative models for a 226,981-particle model
are measured using NVIDIA Tesla K20 and CUDA-6.5.

First, by changing the particle search from the linked list to
the forward star, the computation time of the gradient model,
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Fig. 7 Performance comparison between different bucket widths and
interaction domain shapes. a Computation time (ms). b Performance
efficiency (%)

the Laplacian model, and the first-order polynomial approx-
imation scheme can be decreased from 24.6, 17.2, and 23.6
ms to 17.0, 11.1, and 15.4ms, and the performance efficiency
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Table 3 Number of double-precision floating-point operations for first-
order polynomial approximation scheme in the case of ndiv = 3 and a
cubic interaction domain

Total operations 3,318,859,727

Add operations 517,552,261

Multiply operations 1,077,775,150

Multiply accumulate operations 861,766,158

of the three models can be improved from 8.0, 8.8, and 8.9 to
11.5, 13.7, and 13.7 %, respectively. These measured results
in the case of GPU are similar to the comparison between the
linked list and the forward star in case of CPU by Murotani
et al. [5].

Next, by changing the bucket width to one third, the com-
putation time of the three models can be decreased to 9.3,
6.5, and 8.8 ms, and the performance efficiency of the three
models can be improved to 15.1, 14.5, and 17.6%. By chang-
ing the interaction domain shape from spherical to cubic, a
performance efficiencyof 24.7%canbe achieved for thefirst-
order polynomial approximation scheme. Since the achieved
occupancy of this calculation is 47.6 %, utilization of about
half of the maximum multiprocessor performance (0.52 =
24.7 %/47.6 %) is achieved. From these results, enough per-
formance improvements for the three models are achieved.

Although all parts of the calculation including the gener-
ation of the linked list and the forward star should be really
estimated, this is left as future work.
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